Latest Update to IGB COVID Policies: 08/01/21

- All faculty, staff, students and visitors are required to wear a face covering inside university facilities regardless of vaccination status. This includes the IGB for any situation other than eating, drinking, or alone in a private space such as an office or vehicle.

- Those in shared offices must wear a mask when other occupants are present, or discuss with their supervisor a schedule to work remotely if feasible for the position. For full information on current face covering guidance please refer to the [Chancellor’s July 29 massmail](#).

- Faculty and staff must be fully vaccinated before the beginning of the Fall 2021 semester, per this [massmail](#).

- For those who are not yet vaccinated, COVID-19 testing requirements are still in place. For those who are vaccinated, submit your Vaccination Record Card in the [MyMcKinley Portal](#) and have it verified to be exempted from testing requirements.

- Access to buildings on campus, including the IGB, is determined through the Safer Illinois app or the COVID-19 Boarding Pass system, details on the use of which can be found [here](#).

- All conference spaces may be used for in-person meetings with masks and capacity limits are based on fire code.

- Guests and vendors to the IGB should follow the same policies as IGB members for mask guidance.

- Guest speakers from within campus will follow campus vaccination and testing guidelines. Unvaccinated external guest speakers will be required to have a recent negative COVID-19 test, and they can test through the [SHIELD CU testing program](#). Guest speakers should be informed of these expectations but should never be asked to provide vaccination information or documentation.
Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker’s “Restore Illinois” and Reopen the IGB

### Phase 1 – Rapid Spread
- Telework procedures activated. All staff working from home.
- Building locked down; access limited to essential personnel only.
- Daily monitoring of building by facilities staff.
- Essential activities extremely limited; includes COVID support, essential research activities where significant research could be lost.

### Phase 2 – Flattening
- Initiate planning for restarting some limited research operations.
- Staff continues to work from home.
- Only essential personnel as defined above may access the building.

### Phase 3 – Recovery
- 50% occupancy to reduce overall density in the building.
- Limited research operations begin.
- All IGB employees must complete the campus COVID-19 safety training before returning to work: [https://www.drs.illinois.edu/Page/COVID19CampusSafety](https://www.drs.illinois.edu/Page/COVID19CampusSafety).
- Appropriate signage will be in place before employees return to work.
- Shift work to maintain 50% occupancy at all times (two shifts per day, six days per week for labs and core facilities). Social distancing must be maintained at all times. Building will be open from 7am-11pm Monday through Saturday and will be closed on Sunday initially.
- Specific work assignments will be made by office directors/theme leaders. Staff will work remotely when not working in the building for a full 37.5 or 40 hour work week.
- No in-person meetings greater than 4 people may be held, social distancing must be maintained, and all in-person meetings will be strongly discouraged.
- Face coverings are required by all people entering the building. They may be removed only when in a private office with the door closed.
- Any at-risk employees may continue to work remotely full time.
- Building is not open to the public and all outside doors and theme doors will remain locked 24/7.

### Phase 4 – Revitalization
- 75-90% occupancy up from 50% in the previous phase.
- Most lab work is active; shift work may be still be required to maintain lower density.
- Most administrative and support staff are now working in the building full time with the exception of at-risk employees.
- Policies on social distancing and face coverings still in effect.
- No in-person gatherings greater than 50 people may be held.
- Limited access to the building; may be available to members of the public with prior approval.
Phase 5 – Illinois Restore

- 100% Building occupancy.
- Normal operations resume.
- Building open to the public.
- New safety guidelines in place.
- Training awareness programs continue.

6 ft. social distance in the IGB as applied to labs and offices is defined as:

- A minimum of 113 square feet per person will be enforced.
- Single occupancy of offices. Occupancy timing to be determined by theme leaders and department directors.
- Cubicle space will be halved at a minimum and reductions will be more significant if social distancing cannot be maintained at 50% occupancy. Occupancy levels and timing will be determined by theme leaders and department directors.
- Wet and Dry laboratory space occupants will follow social distance guidelines. Occupancy will be carefully controlled and monitored to ensure these guidelines are followed. Theme leaders, with help from lab managers, will develop an acceptable work schedule. It will be imperative, even with the lower density of people in the labs, that no one ever work alone.
- Specialized space, such as Core Facilities, will implement a specific plan following acceptable social distancing guidelines and mitigation.
- The labs are set up to provide single pass through (supply & exhaust) air to help reduce any cross contamination.
IGB Reopening Plan

The IGB will follow the recommended guidelines to operating and maintaining a healthy work environment per the CDC, including:

- Implement flexible sick leave and supportive policies and practices. At risk employees may continue to work from home.
- Establish policies and practices for social distancing; avoiding large gatherings and maintaining distance (approximately 6 feet or 2 meters) from others when possible throughout the building including labs, offices, cubicles, meeting rooms, break rooms and cafeteria.
- Install appropriate signage throughout the building which includes signs with instructions to mask, wash and go home if sick, as well as traffic flow signage if clearance is less than 8 feet.
- Supply respiratory and hand hygiene options for employees, customers, and visitors.
- Supply soap and water and require best practices towards frequent handwashing.
- Place hand sanitizers in multiple locations to encourage hand hygiene.
- Perform routine environmental cleaning and disinfection of all frequently touched surfaces in the workplace, e.g. workstations, keyboards, telephones, handrails, and doorknobs. Prox card access in the IGB will allow touchless entry to many areas in the building.
- Discourage all non-essential travel.
- Request videoconferencing or teleconferencing whenever possible for work-related meetings and gatherings. Strongly discourage any in-person meetings.
- Require canceling, adjusting, or postponing large work-related meetings or gatherings that can only occur in-person.
- If videoconferencing or teleconferencing is not possible, hold meetings of no more than 5 people in open, well-ventilated spaces. These spaces will be identified throughout the IGB with appropriate signage and will include the theme conference rooms (maximum occupancy 4 persons) and Room 3000 (maximum occupancy 5 persons).

1. Who is the COVID-19 point of contact for your unit (will be liaison to the steering committee)?
   - Subha Srinivasan (ssubha@illinois.edu)
   - Jesse Southern (jsouther@illinois.edu) backup contact

2. What positions will first return on-site?
   - Lab/research staff, including faculty, graduate students, postdoctoral research associates, and other research personnel. Limited research activities will begin with researchers maintaining appropriate social distancing and mitigation policies. Will include shift work to ensure a lower building density. Theme leaders will determine specific plans for their themes to be approved by IGB Director.
   - Limited business office members
   - Computer Network Resource Group (IT) members
   - Operations and Facilities members (BSW, Shipping & Receiving, Safety)
   - Front desk receptionist
   - Core Facilities members
- Café manager
- Limited secretarial support
- Undergraduate students will not be allowed to return to the IGB initially (see Appendix 1)

3. What non-essential functions that cannot be performed remotely will need to first return on-site?

- Shipping & Receiving staff members
- Onsite CNRG (IT) support staff members
- Limited administrative support

4. What measures will you take to ensure the safety of your employees, including high-risk employees?

At-risk and/or high-risk employees may continue remote work through Phase 4. Social distancing, face coverings, and other best practices will be in effect at all times. Employees who appear to have symptoms (i.e., fever, cough, or shortness of breath) upon arrival at work or who become sick during the day will immediately be separated from other employees, customers, and visitors and sent home (See Appendix 2).

If necessary the IGB Associate Director or Director will be notified to ensure compliance. Incorporate COVID-19 protection information into Laboratory Safety Plans following campus safety guidance on social distancing, signage, training, scheduling, and PPE use. IGB safety officer will monitor compliance with new COVID-19 training.

The IGB air handler system has filters rated higher than the minimum levels suggested by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers. The system introduces filtered, fresh air from outside the building at all times. More than 50% of the volume of air in the building supplied from this unit is fresh, outside air. Additionally, the entire air handling system in the mechanical room was recently cleaned. All campus HVAC systems are being physically inspected for proper operation before classes start.

5. In a few sentences, describe how you will gradually return all your employees.

Phase 3 Recovery will see 50% IGB occupancy, including the return of on-site positions listed under point 2. Following all standard COVID-19 best practices, staggered work spaces, and shift work, occupancy will gradually increase through Phase 4. Once infection rates have been effectively reduced Phase 5 can commence with a return to full occupancy.

6. What social distancing methods will be in place for employees? How long will it take to implement?

- Clear and consistent signage as to social distancing regulations and best practices.
- Masks will be required at all times in the building unless you are in a private office with the door closed. The only exception will be while eating or drinking during which time social distancing must be maintained and the mask must be readily available.
• The IGB reception desk will have a plexiglass shield, floor markings for social distancing.
• The IGB Café will have a plexiglass shield, floor markings for social distancing, all tables and chairs removed, signage to limit volume of people in space.
• Tables, chairs, and benches will be removed from all communal spaces such as the café, meeting areas, and atrium to accommodate proper social distancing. All break rooms in the lab building and gatehouse will be closed initially.
• Floor markings for social distancing and safe traffic flow throughout the building.
• Installation will take place prior to June 1, 2020
• Elevator usage will be limited to one person at a time. Appropriate signage will be added.
• Appropriate traffic flow signage will be posted in areas with less than 8 feet of clearance to ensure social distancing space of 6 feet can be maintained.

7. What social distancing methods will be in place for public spaces? How long will it take to implement?

• Clear and consistent signage as to social distancing regulations and best practices.
• The IGB reception desk will have a plexiglass shield, floor markings for social distancing.
• The IGB Café will have a plexiglass shield and floor markings for social distancing, all tables and chairs removed, signage to limit volume of people in space. All self-service items will be removed. Payment will be by credit card or Apple Pay only, no cash transactions allowed.
• Tables, chairs, and benches will be removed from all communal spaces such as the café, meeting areas, and atrium to accommodate proper social distancing. Break rooms will be closed initially and may reopen later in the summer.
• Floor markings for social distancing and safe traffic flow throughout the building, including in the thematic space and core facilities.
• Elevator usage will be limited one person at a time. Appropriate signage will be added.
• All large meeting areas are closed until further notice, including computer classroom.
• Installation will take place prior to June 1, 2020.

8. The university will be providing two reusable masks for each employee who will return to on-campus work any time before Aug. 16. How many total employees in your unit do you anticipate will be returning in that time frame?

900 employees. Includes faculty, staff, graduate, undergraduate, postdoctoral researchers, and visiting researchers.

9. What face covering requirements will you have for visitors?

All visitors are required to wear a mask or face covering within the IGB, as per Illinois state mandate. External and internal doors will be restricted to key card access and visitors will need to be approved and allowed into the building by an IGB member. Masks will be provided to scheduled visitors without masks, and signage will indicate that visitors with protection inconsistent with State guidelines will not be admitted. In Phase 3 visitors will not be allowed in the building.
10. How will deliveries to your building(s) be handled?

IGB shipping and receiving staff will be available at IGB Monday through Friday once campus reopens. IGB lab managers will identify a location inside each lab that shipping and receiving staff will deliver packages to daily. Packing lists and a scan of what was delivered at the designated location will be provided. Individuals can retrieve their packages from their lab space individually. Scheduled access to the dock will be provided to pick up compressed gas tanks and to fill liquid nitrogen dewars. Limit of one person at a time in the shipping and receiving area, a check in table and computer outside the office will be provided to facilitate demand.

11. What, if any, measures will your unit take to sanitize spaces and equipment accessible to the general public between cleanings by Facilities & Services?

Lab Managers, Operations and Facilities, Computer Network and Resource Group (IT), and Core Facilities will be equipped with sanitary supplies to maintain proper hygiene in labs, offices, and public areas. IGB BSW will operate Tuesday through Saturday once campus reopens, observe all campus COVID-19 guidelines, and maintain social distancing while completing work, in addition to traditional custodial services at night, plus additional cleaning on Sunday when the building will be closed.

12. What options will you provide employees who are at increased risk of infection or have childcare responsibilities?

Continue remote work whenever possible. Provide staggered shifts to allow for on-site work at lowest occupancy levels. Allow for flexibility in achieving work goals (online meetings, work from home setup, work during off-hours evenings/weekends to best align with employee home responsibilities).

13. What new signage will be required in your buildings for directional changes, reminding staff and visitors about social distancing requirements, etc.?

- Clear and consistent signage as to social distancing regulations and best practices.
- Floor markings for social distancing and traffic flow in public or high traffic areas.
- Current IT Help desk area signage will be reconfigured to restrict one person to be received at a time.
- Core Facilities equipment rooms will be scheduled to restrict to one person operating an instrument at a time.
- CDC-recommended signage will be posted in offices, laboratories, and restrooms.

14. Is there anything unique to your unit that needs to be considered and addressed?

The Core Facilities microscopy suite will be scheduled to restrict to one person operating an instrument at a time in a specific room. Smaller instruments will be moved out of rooms to a large open meeting area (IGB 612) that will allow for proper distancing between users during usage of equipment. Core Facilities and all Research Themes have developed individualized safety plans that adhere to the guidelines in this overall plan. Research Themes will schedule operations within their thematic space to
conform with these guidelines. Working hours and cleaning procedures have been standardized across all Research Themes.

Field researchers who have been vaccinated will be permitted to travel within the same vehicle to field sites, work outside at field sites without the use of a mask, and utilize shelters in the event of inclement weather without the use of a mask or observing social distancing. Field researchers who are not vaccinated must continue to wear a mask indoors, maintain social distancing, and wear a mask outdoors if social distancing cannot be observed. All field researchers must adhere to common hygiene practices such as hand washing and must immediately leave the site if displaying or reporting symptoms of illness. All field researchers must continue to test as mandated by campus, even those who are vaccinated.

We will continue to monitor CDC and State websites and update our plan as appropriate.
APPENDIX 1

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

Undergraduate researchers were restricted access to the IGB during initial Phases. IGB faculty members may request undergraduates be permitted access to lab spaces for research purposes beginning at the start of the 2020 Fall semester. Requests must be made by the faculty member to their IGB Theme Leader, access will be granted at the Theme Leader’s discretion. Any individuals admitted to the lab must also adhere to all previously established safety measures, including PPE use, public area mask use, and social distancing. Lab spaces must remain at 50% or less occupancy to maintain acceptable personnel density, and it is the responsibility of the associated IGB faculty member with Theme Leader approval to arrange schedules to ensure this requirement is met.
APPENDIX 2

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND SUPERVISORS FOR POSITIVE TESTING OF COVID-19

INDIVIDUAL

I have tested positive for COVID-19. What do I do?

1. Notify your supervisor immediately.
2. Follow the quarantine guidelines provided by Illinois Department of Public Health: https://dph.illinois.gov/sites/default/files/Isolation%2BQuarantine%20Release%20Graphic_5.29.20.pdf
3. Review the Families First Coronavirus Response Act details from campus HR: https://www.hr.uillinois.edu/leave/coronavirus_response_act
4. Contact your local public health department to determine if additional actions are required. Champaign-Urbana Public Health District website: https://www.c-uphd.org/

UNITS/SUPERVISORS

One of my employees just notified me that they tested positive for COVID-19. What do I need to do?

1. Confirm with the employee:
   - They have been in contact with their local public health department. If the employee does not live in Champaign county, confirm the county in which they live and have them contact the associated public health department.
   - Employee is aware of the available benefits (sick leave, FFCRA, vacation). While the first priority is to take care of their health, if the employee can work remotely and feels well enough to do so, let them know they can continue to do so.
   - The last day the employee was at work on-campus.
2. If the employee works on campus but does not live in Champaign county, contact McKinley to ensure they are aware. Employee will work with CUPHD to confirm if there is a workplace exposure risk and facilitate contact tracing.
3. Send approved standard notification to unit employees, ensuring that no personal or identifying information is shared (see below for standard notification text).
4. Public health and/or their health care provider has advised what milestones must occur for the employee to return to on-campus work.
5. Ensure employee is aware of the need to notify supervisor when anticipate return to work.
6. Contact IGB Operations and Facilities and they will schedule additional cleaning as soon as possible of individual’s workstation or office. If an office, “Do Not Enter” signage will be posted for 48 hours before cleaning to allow for maximum safety of Facilities employees.
7. Inform employees of critical information:
   
a) Employees who shared the workspace/office space with the employee who tested positive need to leave so that additional cleaning can be completed. Per CDC guidance, employees may return 30 minutes after cleaning is completed. Employees at the location who did not share the workspace/office do not need to leave.
   
b) There is NO need for all employees to self-quarantine. Reinforce to employees that only those identified as close contacts through interview of the positive case and individually contacted by Public Health are required to self-quarantine.

8. Send the following template notification to unit employees:

   **STANDARD NOTIFICATION LANGUAGE for Champaign-based units**

   *We are sorry to report that a person in the Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology has tested positive for COVID-19. The individual is isolated at home, and others who are known to have been in contact with them are getting direction from Champaign Urbana Public Health District.*

   *F & S has been contacted for special enhanced cleaning. There is no need for everyone to self-quarantine. Only those who are determined by public health to have been in prolonged close contact with the infected person will be required to self-quarantine. Prolonged close contact is considered to be close contact for more than 15 minutes where droplets could be shared. So, if you maintained social distancing, and maintained wearing your face covering, simply being in a large room with someone who tests positive would not be considered prolonged exposure.*


   *I would like to remind everyone of the COVID-19 testing available to all employees at one of the SHIELD testing sites across campus. This test is available to all University employees free of charge. This is a self-administered saliva test and results are available the same day. If anyone wishes to get tested for your own peace of mind, you are welcome to do so.*

   *Please keep up your social distancing, disinfection, and face mask protocols, as well as staying home when ill; these are the best ways to prevent COVID-19 spread!*

9. Review this short guide from campus HR:
   
   [https://humanresources.illinois.edu/assets/docs/Essential%20Employees%20guide%20-%20letter%20size%205-11-20.pdf](https://humanresources.illinois.edu/assets/docs/Essential%20Employees%20guide%20-%20letter%20size%205-11-20.pdf)
APPENDIX 3

Update to IGB COVID Policies as of 05/19/21

- Fully vaccinated IGB members will no longer need to wear a face mask or maintain social distancing inside the building, working in their office or cubicle space, or inside a laboratory space unless normal lab safety protocols call for masks as part of PPE. The exceptions to this rule are conference room 612, computer lab 607, and wet lab 606, which are designated instructional spaces. Individuals within instructional spaces must wear masks and practice social distancing regardless of vaccination status.

- Theme conference rooms may now be used for in-person meetings without masks or social distancing provided each attendee has been vaccinated. Individuals who are not vaccinated may attend via Zoom or other virtual methods.

- Theme leaders or theme faculty are considered to have a supervisory role over staff, students, and post-docs working within their theme and as such may inquire if an individual has been vaccinated. Lab managers are considered to have a supervisory role over any individual entering or operating within their lab and may inquire if an individual has been vaccinated. Non-vaccinated individuals are required to wear a mask and social distance (6 ft or greater) or must depart the lab.

- Theme leaders may reach out to members of their theme to inquire on vaccination status purely for space and laboratory considerations. All inquiries will be made privately and all information will be kept confidential.

- Anyone who prefers continuing to follow mask use and social distancing even if vaccinated is welcome to do so.

- IGB events can be requested as usual through our normal channels. No IGB events will have food or drink provided or allowed.
APPENDIX 4

Update to IGB COVID Policies as of 06/25/21

- Fully vaccinated IGB members will no longer need to wear a face mask or maintain social distancing inside the building, working in their office or cubicle space, or inside a laboratory space unless normal lab safety protocols call for masks as part of PPE. The exceptions to this rule are conference room 612, computer lab 607, and wet lab 606, which are designated instructional spaces. Individuals within instructional spaces must wear masks and practice social distancing regardless of vaccination status.

- Theme conference rooms may now be used for in-person meetings without masks or social distancing provided each attendee has been vaccinated. Individuals who are not vaccinated may attend via Zoom or other virtual methods.

- Anyone who prefers continuing to follow mask use and social distancing even if vaccinated is welcome to do so.

- For any visitors who will be entering the building, please include the following statement when communicating with them: Based on CDC guidance, the university no longer requires fully vaccinated people to wear a face covering or practice social distancing indoors or outdoors. People who are not fully vaccinated will be required to wear a face covering and practice social distancing indoors and outdoors.

- IGB events can be requested as usual through our normal channels. Food and drink can be served, with the following policy in place: those who are not fully vaccinated must wear a face covering when not eating or drinking and practice social distancing at all times.

- For any events that have food and drink present, the organizers are wholly responsible for setting up the space and thoroughly cleaning it at the end of the event.
APPENDIX 5

Update to IGB COVID Policies as of 08/01/21

- All faculty, staff, students and visitors are required to wear a face covering inside university facilities regardless of vaccination status. This includes the IGB for any situation other than eating, drinking, or alone in a private space such as an office or vehicle.

- Those in shared offices must wear a mask when other occupants are present, or discuss with their supervisor a schedule to work remotely if feasible for the position. For full information on current face covering guidance please refer to the Chancellor’s July 29 massmail.

- Faculty and staff must be fully vaccinated before the beginning of the Fall 2021 semester, per this massmail.

- For those who are not yet vaccinated, COVID-19 testing requirements are still in place. For those who are vaccinated, submit your Vaccination Record Card in the MyMcKinley Portal and have it verified to be exempted from testing requirements.

- Access to buildings on campus, including the IGB, is determined through the Safer Illinois app or the COVID-19 Boarding Pass system, details on the use of which can be found here.

- All conference spaces may be used for in-person meetings with masks and capacity limits are based on fire code.

- Guests and vendors to the IGB should follow the same policies as IGB members for mask guidance.

- Guest speakers from within campus will follow campus vaccination and testing guidelines. Unvaccinated external guest speakers will be required to have a recent negative COVID-19 test, and they can test through the SHIELD CU testing program. Guest speakers should be informed of these expectations but should never be asked to provide vaccination information or documentation.